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 GRADES 

7-12
IMPLEMENTATION FOCUS CURRENT STATUS NEXT STEPS

ROUND 2
Return to previously-
read literature.

• See fairy-tale and 
movie examples 
on the Digital 
Resources. 

• Honor the unique 
genres stated in 
your grade-level 
standards. Read your state’s grade- 

level standards closely 
to identify the type of 
literary comparisons. 

TEXT A BTEXT
style

story structure
theme/lesson

BASIC 
comparison of 
story elements

Recognize the categories in a BASIC versus COMPLEX 
whole-text comparison. 

COMPLEX 
comparison of 
author choices, text 
organization, and 
story development.

character
setting

plot
theme/lesson

TEXT A TEXT B

Acknowledge this is 
often a performance task/
extended response on 
state assessments. 

Teach/Model how to write out thinking from earlier this week. 
• Convert a single row into a 

paragraph using the category 
in the topic sentence and text 
details in supporting sentences. 

• Reveal how each row creates 
another body paragraph. 

• Explain that the introduction 
identifies the texts’ titles and the 
categories of comparison. 

Reveal comparative thinking of whole texts. 
• Identify several text details and examples for each 

category/row. 
• Focus on depth of comparative thinking— versus a 

laundry list of categories. 
• Turn each category into an ORAL topic sentence. 
• Reference the text details from BOTH TEXTS while 

ORALLY writing the sentences. 
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READERS SEE

TEXT  
ORGANIZATION

GRADES  6-12
comprehension

SKILL PURPOSE
Long and complex text is intimidating. Knowing this, an author 

intentionally presents the information in one of only six organizational 

patterns or text structures.

When a reader recognizes the invisible structure of a text, he can break 

it down into manageable chunks. He can then more easily see the 

development of ideas, anticipate the type of info he’ll learn, and see 

how paragraphs are related— all to improve overall comprehension.

GRADES 6-7

CCSS RL 5  |  INDIANA RL 3.1
Analyze how a particular 
sentence, chapter, scene, or 

stanza fits into the overall 
structure… and contributes to 

the development of the theme, 

setting, plot… or meaning. 

CCSS RI 8   |  INDIANA RN 4.1
Trace and evaluate the 
argument and specific claims 

in a text, distinguishing claims 

supported… and assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound 

and the evidence is relevant and 

sufficient…

GRADES 9-12

CCSS RI 5  |  INDIANA RN 3.2
Analyze… how… ideas or claims are 

developed and refined… Evaluate the 

effectiveness of the structure… including 

whether the structure makes points clear, 

convincing, and engaging.

CCSS RL 5  |  INDIANA RL 3.1
Analyze how an author’s choices 

concerning how to structure a text… 

create such effects as mystery, tension, or 

surprise… as well as its aesthetic impact.

CCSS RI 8  |  INDIANA RN 4.1
Evaluate the argument and specific 

claims in a text, assessing whether the 

reasoning is valid and the evidence is 

relevant and sufficient…

CCSS RL 5  |  INDIANA RL 3.1
Compare and contrast the structure of 

two or more texts and analyze how the 

differing structure of each text contributes 

to its meaning and style.

GRADE 8

CCSS RI 8    |  INDIANA RN 4.1
Delineate and evaluate the argument and 

specific claims in a text, assessing whether 

the reasoning is sound and the evidence 

is relevant and sufficient; recognize when 

irrelevant evidence is introduced.

CCSS RI 5  |  INDIANA RN 3.2
Analyze how a particular 
sentence, paragraph, chapter, 

or section fits into the overall 

structure of a text and 
contributes to the development 

of the ideas.

CCSS RI 5  |  INDIANA RN 3.2
Analyze in detail the structure of a 

specific paragraph in a text, including the 

role of particular sentences in developing 

and refining a key concept.

CCSS RL 3  |  INDIANA RL 2.3
Analyze how particular 
elements of a story or drama 

interact… Describe how a 
particular story’s or drama’s plot 

unfolds in a series of episodes… 

CCSS RI 6  |  INDIANA RN 3.3
Determine an author’s… …
purpose in a text and analyze 

how it is conveyed.

CCSS RI 6  |  INDIANA RN 3.3
Determine an author’s… purpose in a text 

and analyze how the author acknowledges 

and responds to conflicting evidence or 

viewpoints.

CCSS RI 6  |  INDIANA RN 3.3
Determine an author’s… purpose in a 

text…, analyzing how style and content 

contribute to the power, persuasiveness 

or beauty of the text.

CCSS RL 3  |  INDIANA RL 2.3 
Analyze how particular lines of dialogue 

or incidents in a story or drama propel the 

action, reveal aspects of a character, or 

provoke a decision.

CCSS RL 3  |  INDIANA RL 2.3 
Analyze the impact of the author’s 

choices regarding how… complex 

characters… develop…, interact…, and 

advance the plot or develop the theme.

CCSS RI 3  |  INDIANA RN 2.3
Analyze how a text makes connections 

among and distinctions between 

individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., through 

comparisons, analogies, or categories).

CCSS RI 3  |  INDIANA RN 2.3 
Analyze how the author unfolds… a set of 

ideas or sequence of events and explain 

how specific individuals, ideas, or events 

interact and develop over the course of 

the text.

ROUND 3 Recognize the invisible organization of  
all author arguments.

Evaluate the 
strength of 
an author’s 
argument. 

Teach/Model how to write out the 
thinking from earlier in the week.

REMEMBER, IT includes opinion/persuasive 
writing where the author uses

• Summary
• Report
• Directions
• Procedures
• Business letter

• Opinion, editorial, 
essay

• Speech, debate
• Review, evaluation
• Advertisement
• Commercial

Clarify nonfiction versus 
persuasive texts.

NONFICTION PERSUASIVE

INFORMATIONAL TEXT

• Informs the 
reader.

• Presents 
factual 
information.

• Teaches, 
explains, 
describes, or 
compares 
information.

• Persuades the 
reader.

• Presents 
opinions & facts 
interpreted by 
the author.

• Reveals 
opinions with 
facts, examples, 
quotes, and  
data as support.

Readers evaluate the strength of the argument.  

• Strength of reasons (i.e., logical table tops, acknowledge opposition)
• Strength of evidence (i.e., relevant, credible table legs for each)
• Quantity of evidence (i.e., sufficient legs for each)

Position
Reason        

Evidence

• WHAT I think = Claim = Table cloth

• WHY I think it = Reasons & Evidence = Tables 
 

Identify location of counterclaim/counterargument:
• Within the introduction.
• Within the conclusion.
• Within the body paragraphs (woven in or as a stand-alone paragraph). 

Accurately and 
objectively trace an 
author’s argument. 

Readers recognize what evidence supports which reason. 
• Only specific “leg” details (i.e., 

facts) support a certain “table 
top” reason (i.e., opinion). 

• Supporting “leg” details from one 
reason cannot be interchanged 
for another.

Identify informational 
text that includes a claim 
or position.
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